Magnetic monopoles with multiple Dirac charge are found to be stable in grand unified theories with symmetry breaking by an adjoint Higgs field under certain conditions. In the SU (5) (" double" ), 3gn (" triple" ), 4gn (" quadruple" ), and 6gn (" sextuple" ), where the electronic charge is e = (-,) t~g and g is the SU (5) (At the grandunification scale M", n = -". ) The multiply charged monopoles are neutrally stable against decay into the lightest, and a zero-mode analysis in the PS limit indicates that the multiply charged monopoles are composed of superpositions of the lightest monopole at a point.
SU (5) Table I .
The SU(2)/Z2 quantum numbers are conserved modulo 2, while the SU(3)/Z3 quantum numbers are conserved modulo 3 [since n t(SU(n)/Z") = Z"].
In addition to monopoles, the SU (5) n;(U(1) ) = Z, while in our case n t(SU(2) 8 U(1)/U, m(1)) =0.
This argument suggests that there is a lower energy configuration than a monopole plus flux tube.
We rewrite the magnetic charge of the monopoles with weak fields as Q"(r) = 2grzB = Q"f(r)T3, -where f(r) 0 for r « 1/M and f(r) n+n3 for r » 1/M"with M" the weak breaking scale.
The modification of the magnetic fields requires kinetic and Coulomb energy on the order of M which is much less than the energy required to create a flux tube (with energy per unit length -M2) or to continue the pure electromagnetic field down to the origin (SE -pa/n). This energy is a small correction to the masses calculated above and therefore does not change our conclusions regarding the existence of stable multiply charged monopoles.
The screening of weak magnetic fields at a distance 1/M is analogous to the screening of color magnetic fields at a distance 1/AQcn~I n fact, the Higgs phase and the confining phase for the electroweak theory are not expected to be distinct, ' and the discussion in Ref. 1 of the effects of confinement on the Dirac quantization condition can be applied to this problem.
